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SERUM SICKNESS

By C. FRH. VON PIRQUET, M.D., and BELA SCHICK, M.D.
Translated by Schick

Now you can read for yourself the original account of the historic work of von Pirquet and Schick, done over 45 years ago.

All our allergy tests and almost everything we know about allergic diseases have their origins in the observations in serum sickness which contain passive transfer and serum sickness in “reverse”.

“Die Serumkrankheit” was published in German in 1905, and has been out of print for some time. Its clinical observations are complete; the theoretical ideas have stood the test of time. In his English preface, Schick says: “The theory that the interaction between antigen and antibody is responsible for the onset and cause of serum sickness is still the theory best suited for its explanation. That the breaking down of foreign protein by enzymatic (digestive) substances produced the toxic phase is still accepted. It must be stressed that the existence and behavior of the incubation time gave the key which opened the secret lock on the closet where the solution of so many extremely interesting and important problems lay hidden.”

Schick translates delightfully. He follows the original book as closely as possible; and his English, while clear and fluent, retains just enough flavor of the German to heighten your enjoyment.

141 pp. 33 charts $3.50
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